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PROGRAM
Cost: USD$5,000
By joining this program you are joining a community. Whether you need
guidance to help improve your rating or simply want to be part of an industry
body that is building a cyber security approach to mining, the MM-ISAC is here
to help you!
PAYMENT
Charge my credit card

Charge my credit card
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Number
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CSV

I certify that my company is joining the MM-ISAC Cyber Security Readiness
Rating and that I have my company’s authorization to do so.
Program contact: Heather Ednie, MM-ISAC
Managing Director | Email me
Mining and Metals ISAC is a global, not-forprofit industry Information Sharing and
Analysis Centre (ISAC) for the global mining
and metals industry. Our goal is to improve
the cyber resiliency of the mining industry.
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GUIDE TO
GETTING
STARTED

Welcome to the program. Only a couple steps
rest between you and your rating.
1

You will receive an email invitation to fill out the customized
questionnaire.

2

Once submitted, this is what is taking place in the background:
We use the SecurityScorecard software platform to establish an external view of your
company’s risk and security posture. SecurityScorecard leverages the open-source
intelligence (OSINT) framework to discover indicators of your security maturity.
Based on a custom developed risk assessment framework an automated workflow kicks
off which analyzes your vendor persona, maps them to relevant risks and then generates
a list of highly relevant questions, hosted on SecurityScorecard’s Atlas platform. You
don’t need to know which persona you are being assessed against — you only see the set
of questions right for you, which results in less effort and higher accuracy.
The automated data from the first step is combined with findings and evidence from the
questionnaire, which are then meticulously reviewed by Mirai’s risk analysis team.
Submitted answers are assessed against industry leading practices and rated against the
capability maturity model. A tentative rating will be shared with you to review to ensure
accuracy prior to finalizing your Readiness Rating.
A Cyber Security Readiness Rating is produced that summarizes your security posture.
The rating is shared with all MM-ISAC members but the full report is sent to you alone –
for you to share with whoever you wish. The solution allows a vendor to submit once
through the MM-ISAC rather than to each client. This reduces the friction between seller
and buyer and provides MM-ISAC members with the confidence that the first review of a
supplier is sound.

3

Once completed, you will receive an assessment report and your
MM-ISAC Cyber Security Readiness Rating Scorecard.

4

Scorecards are shared with other MM-ISAC members. You will be
given the opportunity to review your assessment report and
scorecard before it is shared.
There is the opportunity to work with the MM-ISAC team to help
improve your score.

